Introduction
Common illustrations of molecular graphics in web publications include only several static images to accompany text. In contrast, providing interactive molecular models allows readers to go beyond preset views determined by the author and to focus on structure, as seems personally appropriate, to help understand the science behind illustration. One of the most commonly used tools for displaying interactive models is the web browser plug-in Chime (http: //www.mdli.com), based on the program Rasmol (Sayle and Milner-White, 1995) . Chime graphics displays may be contained in web pages readable by a browser (Netscape 4.x and Internet Explorer 5, on Windows and Macintosh) with the plug-in installed. Documents created using Chime displays can include structures from any freely accessible site or database on the WWW. These pages are well suited to act as universal annotations that can be displayed from any enabled browser. Chime-enabled documents are especially useful in classroom settings where interactive demonstrations can aid in understanding the lecturer's presentation.
Creating chime pages requires knowledge of HTML, and to be of most use, JavaScript. To facilitate the design of pages that include Chime graphics, a serverbased WWW program, SChiSM, has been developed. The program allows easy creation of Chime-enabled pages for annotating molecular models. SChiSM eliminates the need for programming. One may focus on content creation for a page rather than learning particular instructions needed to create the page. Pages created using the program can be viewed on Chime-enabled browsers as noted above.
Implementation
SChiSM is written in Perl and runs on a WWW server accessible using a browser. In order to choose a source (molecular model) to display, SChiSM provides two options. First, one may provide a structure file name, and a WWW location for the file. The output page will contain a display that links directly to this file. Alternatively, instead of an address, one can choose a public database from a list and provide the identification code for this structure as defined by the database providers. SChiSM automatically creates a link to the structure (Figure 1) .
The interface includes spaces to enter up to 15 sets of Rasmol scripts and accompanying labels for them that will appear on the final page. For each script/label pair entered, a button appears that will execute the script when pressed. In addition to button-activated scripts, SChiSM allows creation of a command line on the output page that works with Netscape Navigator on Windows-based PCs. Essentially, this allows a page to operate like Rasmol, but with the convenience of having the commands remain active and ready for modification and re-use during the design of a page.
SChiSM allows the user to control the molecular display size created in the final page. Nine values ranging from 200 to 1000 pixels may be selected for both height and width of the display in the page. This allows one to determine how much space to use on the page for graphics versus script execution buttons. Four different display formats are possible using this version of SChiSM. Since SChiSM pages are created very quickly, one can easily test each display format to determine what will suit the needs of a particular document. The background color of any page may be adjusted as well. figure. To the right are shown output pages obtained using default settings, by selection of the pre-defined molecule style buttons option, a page generated by adding scripts and labels, and one with buttons added to save and restore views while developing a page.
SChiSM provides preset features that can appear on the final page. The default settings add buttons to control the display background color and color of a selected portion of a molecule. These settings may be turned off. One may also add a set of pre-defined buttons that allow control of what parts of a molecule are selected and displayed without using any script commands. These molecular display-style buttons can be used alone to allow the page to act as a molecular viewer. Finally, one option provides buttons to set and reset views while working. These features are intended to facilitate iterative design and redesign of pages using the Back button on the browser and Make Chime Page button on the input page. The final version of a page may be saved using the browser File Save as option (using a .html extension). The page may then be added to any web site. SChiSM can be used for individual sites as well as for journal sites.
Examples created with SChiSM are available at the program home page, http://mmlsun2.pha.unc.edu/schism. html. These examples, along with a user guide can aid in the creation of new pages. SChiSM is under continual development to improve upon its current features and the author would greatly appreciate user comments.
